BETSY LOU
BAY FILLY Foaled May 08, 2022
Reg No. 9XH94 Microchip No. 985141001423432

1st Dam
STRIKING SOUTH by Southfork. This is her first foal.

2nd Dam
STRIKING PJ by Striking Sahbra. From 3 foals, dam of 1 winner, 1 in 2:00, including:
FEDERAL STRIKE 2, Q2:04.4h; 3,2:00.2h; 1:59.3h; BT1:58s ($80,129) (Federal Flex). 21 wins, 3 thru 8. At 2, second in leg Ontario Sires S. - Grassroots at Kawartha, leg Autumn T. at Woodbine; third in leg Ontario Sires S. - Grassroots at Georgian, Grand River. At 6, winner leg CCQ-Region at Saint Esprit; second in leg CCQ-Region at St.Joseph Delepage. At 7, winner Final CCQ-Region at Trois Rivieres. At 8, third in leg CCQ-Region at Bedford.

3rd Dam
PJ'S NESTLE 3,1:58.4f; 4,1:58.3; BT1:57.1s ($69,636) (Dancer's Victory). 11 wins, 3 thru 5. At 2, third in Pennsylvania All-Stars. At 3, winner leg Pennsylvania Sires S. at The Meadows; third in Keystone Classic. From 8 foals, dam of 3 winners, 3 in 2:00, including:
DONT WEAR PJS (M) 2, Q2:06; 3,1:56.1; BT1:55.4s ($31,196) (Kadabra). 3 wins at 3. At 3, third in elim. Breeders Crown at Woodbine.
BIT A MAGIC (M) 2, Q1:59.4; BT1:59.1s ($25,561) (Kadabra). 2 wins at 2. At 2, winner leg Ontario Sires S. - Grassroots at Hanover, Mohawk; second in cons. Ontario Sires S. - Grassroots at London.
R JS STRIKER (M) 3,1:58.3f; BT1:56.3f ($22,428) (Striking Sahbra). 3 wins at 3.

4th Dam
NONPARIEL M by Florida Pro. From 10 foals, dam of 7 winners, 1 in 1:55, 5 in 2:00, including:
DON BOSS VITA 2, Q2:05.4h; 3,1:57.4; 1:52.1 ($324,137) (Donerail). 15 wins, 3 thru 6. At 2, second in New Jersey Futurity. At 3, winner leg Pennsylvania Sires S. at The Meadows; third in Keystone Classic. From 8 foals, dam of 3 winners, 3 in 2:00, including:
STRIKING GENIUS 4,1:55.2z ($185,862) (Striking Sahbra). 46 wins, 4 thru 10. At 4, winner leg Late Closer at Colonial, Final Late Closer at Colonial; second in leg Late Closer at Colonial. At 5, second in leg Hiram Woodruff S. at Meadowlands.

Producers:
- ROSA PARKS 3,2:03.2 ($3,816) (dam of MOVEMENT 2, Q2:04.4f; 3,1:58.3f; 1:53.1f - $296,595, STANDING MY GROUND 2,2:00.1h; 3,1:56.1; 4,1:53.4 - $175,545, SHES GOT BLING 2,2:05h; 3,1:54.4f - $124,826, IGO CRAZY WITHOUT U 1:57h; grandam of ANGELIKI 2,1:59.1, RIDE TO JUSTICE 2,2:00), Keystone Nook ($276) (dam of KEYSTONE NAVIGATOR 2, Q2:01.4; 4,1:57.1, SIERRA SNOW 1,1:59f, STAND UP 2, Q2:03.2h; grandam of CELEBRITY COWBOY 3,1:55; 1:53.3f - $383,445, PJ Naomi (dam of SERGEANT YORK 2,1:56.2; 4,1:54.2f - $329,139, VIC SMITH 2,1:56; 3,1:55.3 - $227,725, SOUTHERN SENORITA 3,1:58.2 - $181,615, GO WES YOUNG MAN 3,2:00.1f; 4,1:58f - $114,420, JACK LITTEN 3,1:56.2, AUNT LOTTIE 3,1:56.4, JANE O'DONNELL 3, Q1:58f,
SOUTH BAY 3,1:59, CANTERBURY 3,2:04.1h; 4,1:59.3h; grandam of GUCCIO 2,1:55.4; 3,1:52.1; 4,1:51.1f - $1,021,809, LAGERFELD 2,1:55.3f; 3,1:53.2f -$804,050, TOSCA 2,2:02.1h; 3,1:56.2 -$118,754, GRIZZ WYLLIE 2,1:56; 3,1:54.2-23, FERRAGAMO 2,01:57.2f; 3,1:55f, BIDENSKY 2,1:55.3f, DIXIELAND DELITE 3,1:55.4f, WIND STROLL 2,1:59.2; 3,1:55.4, COUSIN BEA 2,2:00.1f; 3,1:57.2f, HICKMAN COUNTY 3,1:57.2, BAY VIEW 2,1:58.4f, JANDALS 3,2:01.1h), Silent Reverie (dam of WEST THIRTY SIX 2,01:59.4).

Next Dam - Noreen Hanover 2,2:06.2f (Super Bowl-NOBLE IMAGE 4,2:02.3-Noble Victory)